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行了分析。 后运用 SWOT 战略分析法，建立了 A钢贸企业战略选择的模型。 







































Since 2010, the market supply structure and the environment of China steel 
market have been changed substantially. Facing these changes, major steel mills have 
adjusted their operation model in succession, such as shortening supply link, 
narrowing the living space of the steel trade enterprise. Located in the middle part of 
the industry chain, the steel trade enterprises face the problem of “Sales volume 
increased but profit declined constantly– from huge profit to low profit, and even 
negative profit”. In this case, in addition to the traditional way of “buying from steel 
mills, accumulating and warehousing, or buying from spot market then seeking for 
downstream client”, the steel trade enterprises have already found out the new way for 
survival and development. 
The steel trade enterprise (hereinafter called A enterprise) referred in the thesis 
has decades of professional experience in steel circulation industry. In the background 
mentioned above, in recent years, A enterprise is now transforming from simple trader 
to a service-oriented circulation enterprise of modern supply chain. From strategic 
level, this article probes into the problem about transition direction and measures of A 
enterprise. 
The article consists of four chapters. The content for each chapters is as follows: 
Chapter one is the preface. It contains the background of the article, the 
questions researched, related theory and layout of the follow-up chapters. 
In chapter two, the author analyses the strategic environment of A enterprise. 
First, it analyses the internal operation environment of A enterprise, reviews the 
development course and A enterprise operation in recent years, emphasizes on the 
researches of the present situation of human resource and the core capability of A 
enterprise. Then it analyses external environment of A enterprise, such as the present 
situation of international and national steel industry, export status of China steel 
industry, trend of national steel circulation, political and legal environment of China 
steel industry, etc. Finally, by using SWOT strategic analysis method, the author 













In chapter three, by combining the SWOT analysis model of A enterprise, the 
strategic implementation plan is selected and the scheme of strategic measure is 
established. The scheme is to continue to expand the scale of the steel trade, as well as 
to develop the steel logistics park, and expand e-commerce application. In the final 
part, based on the strategic implementation plan, the strategic measures of business 
development, supplier development, CRM, brand and human resource management 
are established. 
Chapter four is the main conclusions and enlightenment of the research: 
strategic planning determines the prospects of enterprise development, the 
competitiveness of enterprises ultimately is the competition for talent, corporate 
culture is the soul of the enterprise survival and development. 
The research urges A enterprise to select the business strategy, and establish 
series of specific implementation plan. Meanwhile the thesis provides lots of 
thoughtful and useful suggestion for follow-up operation of A enterprise. 
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 1
第一章 前 言 
第一节 本文研究的背景 
过去十年，中国工业化和城镇化快速发展，作为基础材料的钢铁行业与工
业化和城镇化需求密切相关，也得到快速发展。钢铁产量从 2002 年的 1.82 亿
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